dissolving, and that at the end of the day, it's all just video. Gilles Chetelat will talk about the rise of OTT and STB VOD, how live content is now catching all eyes, and how how publishers are increasingly putting the viewer first by ensuring premium, linear quality ad experiences.
KANTAR IBOPE MEDIA -TOTAL VÍDEO
Speaker: Amanda Signorini -Planning and Intelligence Manager -Kantar Ibope Media Kantar IBOPE Media is leading the research industry in re-defining Television and promoting the Total Video concept. It's still Television, TV, but it's TV in all of its forms. The market's current demand is to understand the cross media consumption. In this scenario, Kantar Ibope Media has the knowledge, technology and methodology to take the industry into the next level, providing a hybrid approach to measurement that brings together the best of panel data and census data. 
THE SECOND WAVE OF THE FUTURE OF MULTIPLATFORM

